
follow the elephant



While wondering through the downtown streets of Fargo I took pictures of Broadway and all the local attractions. It was then 
that I turned to my left and stared down the view of this railroad track. The view of the tracks was just 

telling me to venture off into no-mans land to see what I could find.



I started to come across local street art that had been spray painted on old buildings that are either abandoned or rarely used. 
It was hard to tell whether to call this a form of art or a form a vandalism. Either way, I was intrigued in finding more of this kind of 

artwork amidst the ‘sketchy’ places in Fargo.



As I was walking near an abandoned building, I noticed a train was on its way. I did not want to look too strange walking 
around this place so I turned and faced the train and started taking pictures as it went by. As I looked back on some of my 

pictures I noticed the white elephant in the picture and how much it stood out.



It was at this point it was pretty obvious to me that someone was going around and spray painting this elephant all over Fargo. 
All I could think about was where to find more of these elephants. A lot of questions started popping up in my head.



Why a white elephant with a red balloon? Why in places that the majority of the public does not see? What kind of point is 
this person(s) trying to make? Does the elephant holding onto something so minimal to the size of the elephant 

symbolize something?



Art is not something that only means one thing, there is no one answer than can justify why the artist did it this way. Artists leave 
their work up for imagination; they allow you to expand your horizon and open up your mind to the world.



What was interesting about each elephant is that none of them looked the same, each one had some different texture to it due 
the canvas which they spray painted on. Some had a more weathered effect to it than the others. 



Seeing someone else’s work scattered all over in one image has me intrigued on how I can portray myself or the projects I work 
on. Can I have a certain trend that is portrayed through all my projects or a style of clothing that I wear? That is what makes a 

person unique from everyone else, which this artist has done.



I really enjoyed the placements of the artwork. Some have been on a blank wall next to nothing, this one, is well placed in 
between the white paint and the metal door. It is appealing how the word ‘cry’ jumps out when looking at the elephant. It can 

really change the mood of what you are thinking when looking at the artwork. It makes it seem more depressing, even if that 
was not the artist’s intention.



When coming to my opinion on the symbolism of the elephant, I believe that the elephant is holding onto whatever it has left. 
The color red stands out as the color of hope to me, representing the elephant is holding onto hope and change in the world. 
The elephant is on rarely used buildings saying there is still hope in places where it looks like there is nothing left. There is still time 

for change in the weakest spots of our world, and ourselves.



This was the first photo I took when scouting Fargo over the last week. I chose it to be the last one as a reminder there is more to 
the unseen eye. There is more to a city than what every tourist comes to see, where everyone gathers in large 

communities. It spreads out to farthest edge of the boundary line, even if there seems to be nothing. Every person and every 
city has their weak spots, why not embrace them? Why not point out the flaws so we have time for change, because all we 

have left is hope.


